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Reconciling all fields of international economic law (IEL) and creating bridges between disciplines in a
conceptual as well as practical manner, this book stands out as the first modern, comprehensive
international economic law textbook. Containing a technically solid yet critically rich body of
knowledge that spans disciplines from trade law to investment, from trade finance to fisheries
subsidies, from development to the digital economy and other new-age topics, the book offers the
widest possible coverage of issues in current international economic law. Positioning IEL as a truly
global practice, the comprehensive coverage includes various treaty texts, landmark cases and new
materials, and is supplemented by case studies, real-life examples, exercises and illustrations. The
case extracts and legal texts are selectively chosen, with careful editing and serious deliberation to
engage modern law students. Mini chapters show examples of interdisciplinary interactions and
provide a window into the future disciplines of international economic law.

Prices
eTextbook US$47.00, ISBN: 9781108500241

Resources
There are free resources and Instructor restricted resources available  for this textbook

Key features
- All chapters clearly relate to and build on each other providing students with an opportunity to test
and reconfirm their understanding and explore the subject matter on their own
- The compact case discussions and excerpts provide the readers with an opportunity to appreciate
the essence of key legal concepts and form a critical understanding of international law and IEL as a
whole
- Informed by the practices and questions that teachers, researchers and practitioners of IEL
encounter on a regular basis; students will learn practical approaches from the rich menu of case
discussions and hypothetical problems included at the end of various chapters
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Reviews
‘Covering all of the diverse aspects of international economic law, this book is a comprehensive,
accessible yet scholarly review that scholars and students of international economic law, as well as
practitioners, will find an invaluable and thought-provoking resource. This work will surely become the
standard reference textbook in the field.’
Julien Chaisse - City University of Hong Kong, & President, Asia-Pacific FDI Network

‘This textbook is a very welcome addition. It captures the critical components at just the right level of
technical detail as it spans the many interconnected subfields of international economic law without
losing the heart and soul of the field.’
Colin B. Picker - Executive Dean, Faculty of Business and Law, University of Wollongong, Australia
(and co-founder of the Society of International Economic Law)

‘Professors Choukroune and Nedumpara have delivered a monumental treatise on the expansive and
dynamic discipline of international economic law. The authors’ deep understanding of international
economic law is reflected in their close attention to emerging issues and timely debates while deftly
explaining complex facts and difficult legal concepts. The authors provide a solid theoretical
foundation for the many treaty-based rules and legal judgments, bringing life to legal principles which
cut across the broad field’s interrelated sub-disciplines.’
David Collins - The City Law School, City, University of London


